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Abstract. Multispacecraft data from the upstream solar wind, polar cusp, and inner magnetotail are used
to show that the polar ionosphereresponds within a
few minutes to a southward IMF turning, whereasthe
inner tail signatures are visible within ten min from
the southwardturning. Comparisonof two subsequent
substorm onsets, one during southward and the other
during northward IMF, demonstratesthe dependence
of the expansion phase characteristicson the external
driving conditions. Both onsetsare shownto have initiated in the midtail, with signaturesin the inner tail
and auroral oval followinga few minutes later.
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larly well-observedsubstormeventis studiedhereusing
a multitude of satellitesin the solar wind and magnetospheretogether with ground-basedobservations.Observations in the solar wind and in the vicinity of the
cusp are used to demonstrate the rapid time scale in
which the growth phase initiates. Comparison of two
substorm

onsets under different

IMF

conditions

shows

the dependenceof the substorm expansionphase characteristicson the global conditions.Auroral imagesand
groundmagnetogramsare usedto deducethe substorm
onset location.

Observations
Introduction

Solar wind - magnetosphere coupling

Fig. la shows the upstream IMF Bz measured by
IMP-8 and WIND. During this time period, By was
netic fields and electrical currents. The near-Earth
encontinuouslynegativeat about -5nT, and Bx changed
vironment has traditionally been studied as a system signshortly after the Bz southwardturning before0600
of independentcomponents- the interplanetaryregion, UT.
IMF and solar wind speed data during 0530-0550
the magnetosphere,the ionosphere,and the upper atmosphere. A key objective of the International So- UT from WIND and IMP-8 suggestthat the southlar Terrestrial Physicsprogram is to understandhow ward turningrecordedat WIND at 0537UT (0543UT
at ~0548 UT.
the individual parts of the coupled, time-dependent at IMP-8) arrived at the magnetopause
geospace
systemsworktogether(see,e.g.,Acufiaet al., Similarly, the northward turning recordedby WIND at
[1995]and associated
references
for the instrumentation about 0652 UT arrived at the magnetopausebetween
Exploration of the Earth's spaceenvironmenthas revealed a dynamic system of interacting plasmas,mag-

0705 UT (first turning) and 0707 UT (secondturning
usedhere).
positiveBz). A reductionof
Magnetosphericsubstormsrepresentthe basicform leadingto continuously
of solar wind-magnetosphereinteraction. A particu-
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the flow speed at the bow shock can cause up to ~3

min delayto this timing [Spreiterand Stahara,1980].
POLAR wasnear localnoonmovingpolewardthrough
the dayside auroral zone after 0500 UT. The EFI electric field instrument showed significant enhancement
of fluctuationsin the DC electric field commencingat

~0548 UT (Fig. la). At the sametime, the electric
component of the PWI wave instrument also detected

increasedpowerat low frequencies
(<100 Hz, Fig. lb);

øInstitute of Spaceand AstronauticalScience,Sagamihara, at that time there was very little powerin the magnetic
Japan

?The AerospaceCorporation,LosAngeles,CA
sInstitute of Geophysicsand Planetary Physics,Universityof
California, Los Angeles, CA

wavecomponent(not shown).Ion data from HYDRA
showeda simultaneous
increasein ion fluxes(~0.1-10
keV). Thesesignatures
couldindicatea magnetospheric•

response
to the southward
IMF turning(equatorward

9SpaceScienceLab., Universityof California,Berkeley,CA
IøNASA GoddardSpaceFlight Center,Greenbelt,MD

motionof the cusp).
The POLAR magnetic field data became slightly
more noisyat 0548 UT (Fig. la). During 0555-0606

Copyright1997by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.

UT the satellite entereda regionof depressed
field magnitude, the polar cusp. During this period, the PWI
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At 0655 UT, the field at GOES-9 dipolarized, and
wave intensity was largest, and the medium resolution
EFI electric field data showedspikes at a few-Hz fre- the LANL instrument recorded another dispersedion

quencyup to 50 mV/m. This is alsothe time of largest signature.This dipolarizationeventhad no observable
groundsignatures,and did not causechanges
in the auan abrupt changein the ion dispersion,which is indica- roral activity. The field stretchingcontinued,as both
tive of an IMF southwardturning. The later arrival of GOES-8 and GOES-9 measured decreasingBz values.
with the secondonthis signaturethan the propagatedsolarwind data can The field dipolarizationsassociated

fluxes in the HYDRA ion data. At 0558 UT, there was

be attributed

to the time it takes the reconnected

field

linesto convectover the satellitelocation[Lockwood,

set occurred at about 0712 UT at GOES-9 and at about
0722 UT at GOES-8.

The substormonsetsignaturesat GEOTAIL, located
only few Rs awayfrom GOES-8, showedquite different
fluxes(not shown)indicatedthat the satellitewason behavior: The magneticfield dipolarizationoccurred
openfield lines. The ion signatures(with decreasing in four distinct bursts, at 0642, 0652, 0708, and 0727
meanenergyandflux level)and waveactivitypersisted UT. Each of these was associated with a moderate flow
throughoutthe period of southwardIMF until a few burstin the X and Y direction(~200 km/s) and By
consistent
with a field-aligned
currenttoward
minutes after 0700 UT. This suggeststhat the IMF also signatures
the ionospherepolewardof the satellitelocation.These
influencesthe dynamics in the daysidepolar cap.
Fig. 2 showsdata from the CANOPUS and Green- dipolarizationsshowedno signaturesin the available
land magnetometer chains. The eastward and west- ground magnetograms.
ward electrojetsstarted to enhancea few minutesbefore
Field-aligned
currents(By d!sturbances)
wererecord0600 UT, very shortly after the southwardIMF turning. ed by both GOES-8 and GOES-9 during the two onWhen mapped to the magnetotail, this correspondsto setsat 0623 and 0706 UT; somewhatearlier at GOES-8
After 0605 UT, the low level of energetic particle

convection enhancement at 20-30 RE in the tail.

(morning
sector)thanat GOES-9(evening
sector).The

Spacecraftin the inner magnetotail recordedgrowth By signaturesat GOES-8wereseenduringboth onsets
phasesignaturesat about 0600 UT, <10 min after the a few minutesbeforeother signaturesof the onseteither
southwardIMF turning: Fig. 3 showsthe Bz depres- on the groundor in the auroral images.

sion at geostationary
orbit (field line stretching),and
the Bx increaseat GEOTAIL (currentsheetthinning Discussion
andintensification).The dawn-to-dusk
convection
elecThe multisatellite data clearly show that the hightric field at GEOTAIL (computedfrom E - -v x B) latitude ionosphericcurrent systemsrespondedwithin
increased from 0600 UT onward, from ~0.15 to 0.35

mV/m during a 40 min beforestrongfluctuationsrelated to the current disruption at GEOTAIL began.
Substorm

evolution

The ground-based
observations
(Fig. 2) showtwo
substormonsets,one at 0623 UT at GILL (63.9o Mlat
and 23.7 MLT), and a subsequent
one at 0706 UT at
FSMI (66.6o Mlat, 22.1 MLT).

a few minutes to the southward turning of the IMF;

the nightsidemagnetosphere
(<10 RE) showed
growth-
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Although the ground signaturesof both onsetsare

high-latitudearc system(doubleoval)in the morning
sector, and a greatly reducedpolar cap size.
In the magnetotail, the first onsetwas detected3 min
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quitesimilar(~300 nT negativebay), their globalconsequenceswere different. Fig. 4 showsglobal auroral
imagestaken by the POLAR VIS imager at the peak
of the expansionsof the two onsets and during the recovery phase of the latter onset. The first brightening
was localized and did not causemuch changein the polar cap size or the oval width. On the other hand, the
secondonset led to a major expansion,formation of a
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after the groundonset,at ~0626 UT by GOES-8 (a
UT
slightfield dipolarization)andthe LANL energeticparFigure la. Panelsfrom top to bottom: Interplanetarymugticle detectorsonboards/c 1990-095(dispersed
electron
signatures
at ~0500 MLT, Fig. 3). GEOTAIL measured in GSM coordinates.Electricfield from POLAR/EFI. Exy

a small Bz increase at about the same time, and Bz is a spinfit (6 s) componentin the spinplane;for this event
decreasedat GOES-9 in the eveningsector, suggesting Exy was in the generallyantisunwarddirection. Magnetic
that the spacecraft was still outside the substorm cur- field from POLAR in GSM coordinates. The insert shows
the satellite positionsin a GSM X- ¾ plane projection.
rent wedge.
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Figure lb. Electric component of the wave frequency-time

spectrogramfrom POLAR/PWI. Ion and electronenergytime spectrogramsfrom POLAR/HYDRA.
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phase features <10 min after the IMF turning. Comparisonof multipoint tail and grounddata indicatethat
the inner tail magnetic field dipolarizationsare not accurate indicators of substorm onset times as they may
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be significantlydelayedor showvariable behavior even
at two relatively close locations.
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solar

wind

observations
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Figure 3. Panels from top to bottom: Electron differen-

were

used to examine

tial fluxes from s/c 1990-095. Magnetic field Bz and B•whether the two substorm onsetswere internally or ex- from GOES-8 and GOES-9 in GSM coordinates.Magnetic
ternally triggered[Rostoker,1983]:The first substorm field B2'o2', Bz, and Bx from GEOTAIL. Plasma velocity
onset(0623 UT) was not associated
with any appar- Vx and V•- from GEOTAIL/LEP instrument. Electricfield
ent changesin the solar wind parameters, but rather from GEOTAIL, computed from -v x B. All GEOTAIL
was the result of an internal instability in the near- data are in GSM coordinates.

midnightmagnetotail.The secondonset(0706UT) occurred closeto the IMF northward turning, suggesting
the substormmay have been externally triggered.
The two expansion phases were very different: The
first substorm remained localized and did not expand
much poleward. The mapped locations of the satellites
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Figure 2. X component of ground magnetic field from magnetometers

from

Canada

are shown in Figure 4.

and Greenland.

Station

show that the current wedgewas located betweenthe
two GOES satellites,consistentwith the high-altitude
data. Furthermore, the strongestand first ionospheric
negative bay occurred at GILL, poleward of the center
of the auroral brightening. This and the tail FAC observations suggestthat the disturbanceoriginated in the
midtail and initiated beforethe auroral brightening.
The secondonset expanded quite rapidly over a wide
rangeof longitudes,and led to major changesin the auroral oval. Similar [o the first onset, the promptnessof
the FAC-signatureat GOES-8, [he delay in in field dipolarization at GOES-9, and the location of the ground
station showingstrongestdisturbancespoleward of the
auroral bulge center suggestthat the initial disturbance
occurred tailward of geostationary orbit. This would

locations

onset models such as the NENL

model over those assuminga near-Earth initiation of
the substorm process.
The very different characteristicsof the two expansions may be related to the external conditions: the
continuingsouthwardIMF may have stretchedthe field
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